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## OLPD DEPARTMENTAL CORE (22 credits minimum; Courses not specifically listed should have adviser approval)

### Professional Socialization Seminar
- OLPD 8011—Doctoral Research Seminar I (1 cr) [take fall semester of first year]

## Research Courses (15 credits minimum)
- OLPD 8015—Research Design and Educational Policy (3 cr) [take spring semester of first year]
- Quantitative course (3 cr):
- Qualitative course (3 cr):
- Additional course (3 cr):
- Additional course (3 cr):

## Focal Area Courses (6 credits in one of the following five areas)
1. Organizational theory and leadership
2. Policy and evaluation
3. International education
4. Social and cultural foundations
5. Equity and diversity

## ES PROGRAM CORE (20 credits minimum)
- OLPD 5501—Principles and Methods of Evaluation (3 cr)
- OLPD 5521—Cost and Economic Analysis in Education Evaluation (3 cr)
- OLPD 5524—Evaluation Colloquium [1 cr in each of 2 semesters]
- OLPD 8502—Program Evaluation Theory and Models: Qualitative and Quantitative Alternatives (3 cr)
- OLPD 8595—Evaluation Problems [an arranged seminar] (3 cr)
- OLPD 8596—Evaluation Internship I (3 cr)
- OLPD 8502—Evaluation Internship II (3 cr)

## ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK (12 credits or more credits; Courses not specifically listed should have adviser approval)

### THESIS (24 credits – must be taken over at least two terms)
- OLPD 8888—Thesis Credit: Doctoral

## TOTAL CREDITS (A minimum of 78 total credits is required.)

- 
- 
- 

**GRADUATE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT:** Are at least 12 credits outside the OLPD department (including transfer credits) [i.e., course designators other than AdEd, AFEE, BIE, EDPA, HRD, OLPD, or WHRE].

**MINOR PROGRAM:** If completing a minor program, does coursework listed here meet the minor’s course requirements.

---

**Note:** Course requirements for degree programs and administrative processes for completion of degrees may be changed at any time by action of the faculty.

It is your responsibility as a student to be aware of changes throughout your program.